Nodal and paranodal membrane structure in complementary freeze-fracture replicas of amphibian peripheral nerves.
Complementary freeze-fracture replicas of frog peripheral nerves have revealed new details of membrane structures at the node of Ranvier and paranodal axon-Schwann cell junction. At the node both E and P fracture faces of the axolemma have high particle concentrations (approximately 1350/sq. micron and 1600/sq. micron respectively) and these particles do not overlap when tracings from the respective fracture faces are superimposed. A high proportion of the E face particles are large (> 9.5 nm) and cast long shadows while the proportion of large particles in the P face is much lower. In the paranodal region the diagonal pattern of parallel rows in the junctional axolemma always has the same orientation within a given fracture face. In the E face, the parallel rows form a positive (+ 30 degrees) angle to the groove below and in the P face, a negative (-30 degrees) angle to the ridge above. This implies that the diagonal pattern derives from asymmetric subunits that are able to associate along only one axis and are unable to 'flip over' with respect to the junctional membranes.